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What's the big deal?
SPINDLE is a complete tool for writing and managing larp scenarios, 

from designing plot to generating character handouts. It is aimed at 
delivering a set of handouts which are:

flexible – their structure can be completely customized for your larp

as complex as necessary

free of bugs – thanks to intelligent plot info management

visually attractive – with well-designed templates and styles

created in the most work-cost efficient way as possible. 



  

SPINDLE is the first IT tool to operate on various parts of larp 
scenario content which understands their meaning.

- if you assign a character to a plot, their handout will be 
automatically updated, with plot info inserted into the right spots

- if you change the character playing a particular role, the content of 
their handout will follow

- you can be sure that character handouts have complete info about 
plots they are taking part in: consistent, sufficient, and free of 
bugs.

Why is it unique?



  

If you change something in a particular plot, all characters involved in 
it will be updated.

If you change something in one character, all other characters 
sharing this info will be updated as well.

SPINDLE fully embraces the idea that there is no sense in writing the 
same thing more than once.

Write once, and the whole scenario 
will follow



  

Basic idea



  

SPINDLE connects plot content to characters while offering separate 
interfaces optimized for both elements.

By handling independent edition by multiple authors, it makes 
dividing larpwrights' roles possible. One author can design plot and 
mark which info should be present in the handouts, another can 
prepare a well-written text for character info, while both are 
benefiting from the synergy of their work.

Two approaches at the same time



  

Plot-end of scenario Character-end of scenario

Plot-focus or character-focus? Both.



  

Designing plot

Plot design 
interface allows 
you to define 
functions which 
are then assigned 
to characters.

Designing plot



  

Each function (role) consists of portions of 
text which will be inserted into a character's 
handout. So, if you decide that a particular 
character will be “Capulet's bodyguard”, 
content connected with this function will 
appear in the handout. 

Assigning multiple functions and reflecting 
various aspects of the larp in which the 
character is involved gives you full control 
over the design of your larp and the content 
of the handouts.

Relations with other characters are managed 
in the same way.

Designing plot: functions and relations



  

Character design interface shows the 
content which will appear in the 
handout, both personal (exclusive for 
this character) and that coming from 
functions. If you change the original 
content, it will be saved for ALL 
characters sharing this info, assuring 
consistency and work efficiency.

Here you can rearrange the order in 
which roles and personal info come in, 
giving you control over the style and 
narration of the handout. 

Designing a character



  

While creating a scenario, SPINDLE allows you to define dedicated 
structure for your handouts. 

You want to have handouts divided into ”What You Know”, ”What 
You Want”, and “What You Have” sections?

Or into acts?

Or just use one continuous section, without any titles and/or 
divisions? 

All these options are possible with SPINDLE. 

Flexible handout structure



  

With SPINDLE, you can stop worrying about formatting handouts, 
graphical design, and typography. Style templates allow you to focus 
on content, while styling and genereting handouts will be done 
automatically. Just one click and you can download ready-to-print, 
or send by e-mail, handouts in a .pdf file.

Beautiful handouts with close to no 
effort.



  

Change template with just one click

Or ?



  

SPINDLE is designed as SaaS (software-as-a-service) solution. It will 
be accessible via any Internet browser, for example Google Docs.

accessible for any device and operating system,

doesn't require installation of any software on your computer,

allows sharing work by several authors using different hardware and 
software platforms,

accessible via mobile devices. 

Flexible and accessible co-working



  

Creating and maintaining SaaS software 
requires professional IT skills and a 
certain amount of resources. The 
business model for this project has one 
fundamental statement, however:

SPINDLE will be free for non-
commercial authors and lower-scale 
events.

SPINDLE is an IT tool ready to meet 
requirements of the largest events in 
existence. Supporting them will allow us 
to provide non-commercial writers with 
our services as well.

Big guys pay for the little ones



  

Professional larps have their unique requirements which need to be 
reflected in their IT tool. SPINDLE has a rich set of tools for big 
events – but it is also flexible in customization. Using our 
professional plan will allow you to:

- enable features like: integrated task managing, auto-generating 
handouts based on a character form filled by the player, supporting 
communication between authors, and many more;
- using a package of maintenance workhours to develop new tools 
designed to suit your needs and accessible exclusively to you;
- have personal contact with SPINDLE, available by phone;

- reach coaching support from SPINDLE via teleconference or in 
your workspace. 

Ready to be a strategic partner



  

SPINDLE is not just an online IT tool. 

It is a partner that will adapt to your 
needs and give you completely new 

possibilities.



  

Spindle is developed by larpers with unique experience.

Maciej Wanicki, software 
enginneer and creator of IT tools 
for larps, like player- tracking, GPS-
based system for a Hunger Games-
inspired larp The Game, and a 
multiple-player spaceship simulator 
Space Quest.

Our team

Claus Raasted Herløvsen, 
worldwide known larpwright, co-
organizer of Knudepunkt 
conferencies, author of many larp 
publications and books, as well as 
the College of Wizardry and 
Fairweather Manor larps. 

Kamil Bartczak, larpwright and co-
author of methodology which led 
to the creation of SPINDLE. 
Professional application architect 
and IT analyst, co-author of Geas 
larp series.

Krzysztof Maj, professional 
manager with a large experience in 
creating strategic partnerships. 
Also, co-author of larps like 
Witcher School and Old Town.



  


